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The purpose of this study was to design a developmental
curriculum of activities for nonambulatory-multiply handicapped preschoolers, ages birth to 5 years.

Visual motor,

fine motor, and sensory skills were the areas specifically
designed for the curriculum.
A review of literature was conducted, investigating
current information of curriculum for preschool nonambulatorymultiply handicapped children.

Samples of curriclum from a

variety of preschool project models were examined.

A

compilation of data resulted in a preschool curriculum for
nonambulatory-multiply handicapped children.
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CHAPTER I
PROBLEM

Introduction
Preschool education for severely handicapped children
has made significant gains since the implementation of
Public Law 94-142.

It is stated in the law that all

handicapped children (ages 3-21) are entitled to a free
public education appropriate to their specific needs, if
the state law is not inconsistent with the Federal law.
Children previously without public education or
normally placed in institutions now have educational
opportunities within the public schools (Schipper, Wilson,
&

Wolf, 1977).

As a result, severely, orthopedically, or

multiply handicapped children are often grouped heterogeneously (Williams & Gotts, 1977).
Two predicaments arise as a result of this heterogeneous grouping.

Physical deficits and the necessity for

proper handling ·create extra time consuming attentions
(Utley, Holvoet,

&

Barnes, 1977).

The teacher must be

trained by a physical or occupational therapist in
positioning, handling, and manipulation of adaptive
equipment.

The appropriate use of adaptive equipment is

imperative for the physically handicapped child and is
1
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fundamental in performance of motor, self-help, language, and
cognitive skills (Campbell, Green,

&

Carlson, 1977).

In

addition it is necessary for the instructor to balance
dissimilar attentions between nonambulatory and ambulatory
students.
Statement of the Problem
Often nonambulatory children in addition to their
physical and verbal limitations are immobilized in adaptive
equipment such as proneboards, straddle chairs, wheel
chairs, wedges, etc.

Due to these limitations, these

children can not participate in classroom activities
requiring movement.

Motivating educational activities

should be available as a part of the multiply handicapped
child's daily program.
Purpose
The purpose of this study was to:

design a develop-

mental curriculum of activities for nonambulatory-multiply
handicapped preschoolers, ages birth to 5 years.

It is

the writer's expectation that this developmental curriculum
will be utilized as a supplement to routine class activities.
As a r·esul t of the implementation of the developmental
curriculum, it is hoped that the children engaged in the
treatment curriculum will achieve a developmental gain.
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Significance of Study
It has only been within recent years that education
and treatment of handicapped infants and preschoolers has
been considered critical to their development (Piazza

&

Rothman, 1979).
Piazza and Rothman (1979) also stated that the area
of program and curricula for these children are still in the
planning stages.
Administrators and curriculum experts will need
to investigate individualized programs which are
vital to successful planning for handicapped
children in the mainstream both at home and in a
school environment.
(p. 1)

T?e significance of this study is the addition of
knowledge in preschool education, specifically in curriculum
alternatives for the multiply handicapped.

As a result

of the implementation of the developmental curriculum, it is
hoped that the chilren engaged in the treatment curriculum
will achieve a developmental gain.
Limitations of the Study
This project confines its research to preschool
educatiop and curriculum for nonambulatory-rnultiply
handicapped children.

For the purpose of this study, the

writer has designed a developmental curriculum for multiply
handicapped preschool children in the specific areas of
visual motor, fine motor, and sensory skills.

4

Definitions of Terms
Cerebral palsy.

A disorder dating from birth or

infancy, characterized by examples of aberrations of motor
function (paralysis, weakness, incoordination, and often
other manifestations of organic brain damage such as sensory
disorders, seizures, mental retardation, learning difficulty,
and behavioral disorders)
Multiple handicaps.

(Grossman, 1973).
The existence of two or more

handicapping conditions of equal severity in one person.
Multiple handicaps may pertain to any combination of
sensory disorder, cerebral palsy, mental retardation,
epilepsy, and autism (Fallen
Orthopedic impairment.

&

McGovern, 1978).

A crippling condition inter-

fering with normal functions of the bones, joints, or
muscles which necessitates educational provisions (Kirk,
1972).
Speech impairment.

Deviation so far from the speech

of other people that it calls attention to itself, interferes with communication, or causes its possessor to be
maladjusted (Van Riper, 1963).
Ambulatory.

Able to walk or an adaptation of walking.

Nonambulatory.

Not able to walk.

For the purpose

of this study will be synonymous with physical handicap.
Adaptive equipment.

"Equipment chosen to prevent or

alleviate deformities in the child with neurological or
orthopedic problems, or it can be used to enable the child
to function more normally in therapy, in the classroom, or
at home" (Campbell et al., 1977, p. 301) .
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Preschool.

For the purpose of this study, preschool

is defined as an educational environment designed for
preschool aged children, focusing on language, socialemotional, motor, sensori-motor, and cognitive development.
Positioning.

To aid in the decrease of abnormal

posture and movement and to increase potential for development of early and basic motor patterns such as head control,
arm support, and equilibrium reactions, enabling physically
handicapped children to achieve functional skills (Utley
et al., 1977).
Fine motor.

Precise movements of the small muscles

in the lips, tongue, eyes, hands, and feet.

Fine motor

skills include grasping, releasing, pinching, sucking, and
blinking (Fallen

&

Visual motor.

McGovern, 1978).
Tasks requiring eye-hand coordination,

or teams of muscles working together monitored by sensory
perceptions.

Visual motor skills include placing pegs in

holes, stringing beads, and using scissors (Fallen

&

McGovern, 1978).
Developmental curriculum.

Curriculum of activities

requiring skills following a hierarchy of levels, based
upon normal child development.
Organization of the Remainder of the Study
The remainder of this study will consist of:
1.

Review of literature investigating current

information of curriculum for preschool nonambulatorymultiply handicapped children.
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2.

A Developmental Curriculum for Multiply Handicapped

Preschool Children in the Areas of Visual Motor, Fine Motor,
and Sensory Skills.
3.

A summary, conclusions, and recommendations.

CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF LITERATURE

This review of literature focuses upon education for
nonambulatory and multiply handicapped preschool children.
The Importance of Preschool Education for
Multiply Handicapped Preschool Children
Although preschool education is not a novel idea, the
preponderance of education for the preschool handicapped
has not been in evidence until recent years.

Bricker and

Bricker (1979) reported that it was not until the late
1960s that parents and professionals recognized the need
for early detection and intervention.

Horton (1974) and

Caldwell and Richmond (1968) supported this by saying,
"Until recently the literature has contained relatively few
descriptions of programs that have concentrated on infants
and children under the age of 3"

(cited in Bricker

&

Bricker,

1979, p. 13).
The consequence of early education for the handicapped
has been proven effective.

Kirk (1958) maintained in · a

series of studies that early education for retarded children
was trenchant.

In one particular study, 15 institutionalized

preschool children received a preschool education while 12
children did not.

Although both groups were of similar ages
7
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and I.Q. 's, substantial progress in intelligence and social
maturity was found with the experimental group, which
received instruction; while a decline occurred in . the
control group, where instruction was withheld.
Early intervention is equally significant in early
education for handicapped children.

A child who has

difficulty learning may fall further and further behind
the development ladder if left untreated (Cross
1977).

&

Coin,

Adair (1969) signified the importance of time in the

following:
There are apparently optimum times for intervening,
through stimulation, directed learning, or extended
learning in the life of the handicapped child. These
times occur when the particular system toward which
we focus our intervention is in its period of most
rapid growth. The most rapid growth for the. child
occurs from the moment of conception through six
years of age.
In order to sequence we need more
information about the growth patterns of the preschool
retardates. The sensory motor structures which are
developed during the first two years of life represent the foundation upon which other more highly
developed cognitive structures are built.
(p. 19)
Early intervention should be considered high priority
when dealing with the physically handicapped.

Bricker and

Iacino (1977) stressed the consequence of "developmental
intervention: in the form of therapy techniques.

A child

not receiving this special attention may increase inappropriate reflexes which will prevent the acquisition of a wide
range of important behaviors.

Rafael (1971) substantiated

this by stating, " . . . cumulative effects of cerebral
palsy are such that unless early and continuous intervention
occurs, the damage grows progressively worse" (p. 11).
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Rafael (1971) further expounded upon education for the
handicapped.

He suggested that the educational environment

should allow the child to function as close to normal as
possible, given the appropriate educati6n and therapy.
Physical and Occupational Therapy
Physical and/or occupational therapy should be an
integral part of daily education for the physically handicapped.

Often in a public school situation a child receives

services in an isolated therapy model.

In this model, the

child is removed from his or her classroom into a separate
therapy room where he or she is given formal and informal
testing.

The child is then sent back to the classroom where

he or she is diagnosed.

Between doctor and therapist a

prescriptive therapy plan is established.

The child then

receives therapy two to three times a week in the therapy
room with little consultation with the classroom teacher
(Sternat, Messina, Nietupski, Lyon,

&

Brown, 1977).

The integrated therapy model provides a program
combination of therapeutic and educational needs.

Under

this model the child is assessed in natural environments,
including both the home and classroom, rather than in
isolated therapy rooms.

Thus, more valid. representation

of the child's skills are shown during daily scheduled
activities with a variety of people, cues, and materials
(Sternat et al., 1977).
It is necessary for the teacher and therapists to
confer and cooperate in carrying out therapeutic and

10
educational needs, in the integrated therapy model.

After

the teacher is informed and trained, he or she can assume
the responsibility of some techniques such as positioning
the child in adaptive equipment (Sternat et al., 1977).
Adaptive Equipment and Positioning
Adaptive equipment and positioning are essential to
successful curriculum instruction for physically handicapped
children.

Poor physical development or handicapping condi-

tions may be aided with these techniques.

The child is

enabled to accomplish head control, visual perception, and
freedom of hand movements (Fallen

&

McGovern, 1978).

Utley et al. (1977) listed all the implications of
these techniques, describing the methodology of Karel
and Bobath (1966, 1964):
Their neurodevelopmental approach enables severely
involved students to learn functional skills without
relying on abnormal patterns of posture and movement.
The three aims of the Bobath approach are to
(a) normalize muscle tone:
proper positioning and
handling can minimize abnormality of tone; (b) inhibit
abnormal reflexes; positioning and handling can help
minimize the occurrence of abnormal reflex patterns;
and (c) facilitate active movements along the normal
developmental sequence:
after normal muscle tone is
established the student can more freely engage in
voluntary movements.
(p. 281-282)
The application of adaptive equipment is further
explained by Haring (1975):
Adaptive equipment can be used to compensate for lack
of strength, limited range of motion, abnormal muscle
tone, and lack of coordination, and so is often
necessary for the handicapped child.
Not only will positioning and handling maintain
and improve the child's motor functioning, but
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simultaneously increase potential for learning (Utley et al.,
1977).
Curriculum
As previously remarked on page 7, curriculum for
physically handicapped preschoolers is not yet an established
process.

Williams and Gotts (1977) referred to curriculum

development as "an art rather than a science"

(p. 235), and

there is not one formula which can be considered viable.
The developmental approach is often accepted in the
education of children under 5.
sequence of stages.

A child learns in a

He or she must accomplish the tasks

of each successive stage before ascending into the next
stage.

To educate a child one must first determine what

stage he or she is in and then sequence the activities
necessary for the child to accomplish the task (Adair, 1969).
New dimensions arise in curriculum planning when
dealing with physically handicapped children.

Often, the

condition of their handicap governs the perimeters of the
curriculum and consequently is the cause of remediation
(Wolinsky, 1969).
The acquisition of skills through Sensory, Visual
Motor, and Fine Motor modalities are all interrelated.
Thurstone and Thurstone (1941) defined perception as
"the ability to attach meaning to incoming stimuli.
Incoming stimuli can be perceived through any of the
senses:

vision, touch, smell, taste, or hearing"

(p. 85).
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Frequently, children with handicapping conditions
are limited in ability to explore their environment, reducing
exposure to incoming stimuli.

Perceptual skills are

imperative in the groundwork of curriculum for multiply
handicapped children.

This is supported by Thurstone and

Thurstone (1941) when they discussed perception:

"In the

development of our early childhood curriculum, we have
focused on visual-perception skills because of their
importance as a foundation for later learning"

(p. 85).

A parallel skill, also highly important is fine motor
ability.

Fine motor skills are essential for daily living,

dressing, eating, communication, academics, and play
(Utley et al., 1977).

A simple task such as buttoning may

be a frustrating obstacle to a handicapped child.

A

step by step procedure may be necessary to aid the child
in accomplishing the task.
Utley et al.

(1977) described the reality of a motor

handicap in the following:
When a student's arms and hands cannot move in front
of his body and manipulate objects, he is greatly
handicapped. The trainer should understand basic
ways in which to manipulate the arms and hands,
including the following aspects of fine motor
development:
reaching, grasping, grasp release,
and midline positioning.
(p. 288)
According to Williams and Gotts (1977) an effective
program serving a heterogeneous population includes sensory
and motor modalities as valuable daily instruction.
To summarize, early intervention for the handicapped
child is considered an important factor in their
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educational development.

Essential elements for the

physically handicapped include physical and occupational
therapy techniques.

These methods involve adaptive equip-

ment and positioning.
Curriculum is an integral component in assembling
physical and educational needs.

Perceptual skills such as

visual motor, sensory, and fine motor skills provide a
foundation for beneficial instruction.

CHAPTER I I I
PROCEDURES

The purpose of this study was to design a developmental
curriculum of activities in sensory, visual motor, and fine
motor skills for multiply handicapped preschool children.
Through research of a variety of alternative models
for delivering services to preschool multiply handicapped,
information on curriculum design was secured.
From the writer's curriculum design, a branching
program was developed specifically for the use of children
using adaptive equipment.
Development
The procedure for designing and evaluating A Developmental Curriculum for Multiply Handicapped Preschool
Children in the Areas of Visual Motor, Fine Motor, and
Sensory Skills is outlined as follows:
Step 1:

The Problem.

Multiply handicapped children

immobilized in adaptive equipment cannot participate in
classroom activities requiring moveme nt.
Step 2:

Program Preparation.

Samples of curriculum

from a variety of preschool project models were examined.
Programs designed for physically handicapped children in
14
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the areas of fine motor, visual motor, and sensory skills
were particularly screened.

A compilation of the data

resulted in a preschool curriculum for nonambulatorymultiply handicapped children.

CHAPTER IV
A DEVELOPMENTAL CURRICULUM FOR MULTIPLY HANDICAPPED
PRESCHOOL CHILDREN IN THE AREAS OF VISUAL MOTOR,
FINE MOTOR, AND SENSORY SKILLS

The developmental curriculum for multiply handicapped
preschoolers is meant to be a useful guideline for teachers
and other educational professionals in the field of Special
Education.
It should also be recognized that these lessons may be
adapted to meet the individual needs of each child.

Many

of the activities should be monitored by an occupational
or physical therapist for appropriate positioning of
adaptive equipment and involvement of physical activities.
The curriculum may also be applicable to a variety of
handicapped children other than the target population.

Since

the curriculum is designed from a hierarchy of normal
development, many of these activities could be adapted for
handicapped infants and preschoolers as developmental
activities.

The use of this curriculum is meant as a

supplement to routine classroom activities.
The following instructional activities are taken
directly from the writer's Developmental Hierarchy of
Visua.l Motor, Fine Motor, and Sensory Skills.

This

curriculum, beginning from birth to 5 years, includes
16
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selected samples of significant lessons presented in a
developmental sequence.
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Developmental Hierarchy of Visual Motor, Fine Motor,
and Sensory Skills--0-5 Years

Lessons

Mos.
Yrs.

*

0.0

Student Will: ·
Attend to noise; demonstrate auditory awareness of environment
Use eyes ·to find source of sound

*
*

Look at person
Focus eyes and scan target
0.4

Use horizontal eye movement
Use vertical eye movement
Focus eyes and track moving object or person
Track objects vertically and horizontally
with eyes

*

Track flash light; discriminate light from
dark

*

Visually follow 180° arc

*

Look at hands or objects in hands

*

Take object in hand to mouth for sucking
0.5

Bring hands to midline
Play with hands and fingers

*

Hold object placed in hand

*

Use ulnar palmer prehension (pinkie, ring,
and middle fingers against palm)

*

Reach for and grasp objects

*

Indicate awareness of body parts in response
to touch, pressure stimuli

*

Indicate awareness of object's texture,
weight, and temperature through touching

*

Use radial-palmer prehension (thumb and
index finger
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Lessons

Mos.
Yrs.
0.6

Use one hand approach grasp
Bang and shake rattle

*

*

Student Will:

0.7

Transfer object from one hand to the other

*

Pick up small object (raisin) by scooping or
raking

*

Hold object between thumb and first two
fingers (thumb-finger position)

0.8

Bring both hands together at midline
(bilateral reach)

*

Pull one peg out of pegboard

*

Hit two objects together at midline
Use inferior pincer grasp with raisin

*

0.9

Release objects with voluntary release

*
*

Poke with isolated index finger

0.10

Use neat pincer grasp with raisin
Put objects in container
Squeeze squeaky toy with hand
Hold crayon in first and make incidental
marks

*
*

0.11

Attempt to build tower
Hold crayon adaptively
Imitate scribble and make purposeful marks

*

0.12

"Throw" ball with pushing movement

*

*

Hold toy in one hand while picking up another

0.13

Turn page of cardboard book
Place one block on top of another on first
try
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Lessons

Mos.
Yrs.

*

0.14

Student Will:
Place one or two pegs in pegboard independently
Build a two-block tower

0.15

Scribble spontaneously

0.16

Place six pegs in pegboard independently
Build a three-block tower

*

0.17

Place a round form in formboard when three
forms are presented

0.18

Imitate crayon strokes (crayon gripped with
butt end in palm)

0.19

Build up to a six-block tower

0.20

Place three blocks in a row to make a train

0.21

Place six pegs in pegboard in 34 seconds
Complete three-piece formboard when forms are
presented opposite the correct space

0.22

*
*

Begin to manipulate crayon
Fold paper in imitation

0.23

Complete three-piece formboard

0.24

Turn pages of books or magazines, one by one

*

Draw vertical and horizontal strokes in
imitation
Turn knobs on toys, radio, or T.V.

*

Hold scissors correctly
0.25

Make stirring movement

0.26

Cut dough or soft clay with cookie cutter
Build an eight-block tower

*

Copy a circle

*

String I-inch beads
Unscrew 3-inch lid
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Lessons

Mos.
Yrs.

*

0.35

Snip paper with scissors, holding paper for .
cutting

*

3.0

Place chimney on four-block train and push

Student Will:

Build 9- or 10-block tower
Imitate bridge of three blocks

*

Throw ball with some degree of accuracy
Hold crayon in fingers
Imitate vertical, horizontal, and circular
strokes
Fold a sheet of paper in half--lengthwise
or crosswise
String 1/2-inch beads
Cut 5-inch paper in two
Wind up toy
Draw a V

*
4.0

*

Hold crayon, chalk, or brush in near adult
grasp
Copy a square and circle and imitate a cross
Complete a 3-6-piece puzzle
Put a paper clip on paper
Crease paper with fingers
Trace vertical and horizontal lines

*

Draw a man with head, eyes, and one set of
extremities--no trunk

*

Trace triangle and diamond on 3/8-inch to
1/2-inch pathways
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Typical Daily Schedule
8:45
to
9:00

Arrival Group I.
Take off coats, hang up.
Place lunch
pails away on shelf. Toileting and washing.
Objectives:
Independent self-help skills.

9:00
to
9:15

Free play.
Students choose manipulative toys;
puzzles, pegboards, beads, color matching blocks,
Fisher-Price toys, Sesame St., garage, etc.
Objectives: Visual and fine motor skills, directed
and spontaneous play, social interaction.

9:15
to
9:35

Calendar. Clean up.
Students sit in semi-circle for
calendar skills. Discuss weather and dress "Weather
Kids" for the weather. Name the month and date. Talk
about events of the day.
Objectives: Responsibility for toys, attending,
in-seat behavior, language stimulation, introduction
to time concepts, recognition of numerals, and
counting skills.

9:35
to
9:45

Records and music. Structured large group activity.
Sensory motor movement to music.
Objectives: Following directions as a group.
Auditory stimulation, auditory memory, movement
coordination.

9:45 Small group and individual instruction.
Implementato
tion of preacademic, fine motor, and language goals
10:45 as prescribed for each child, based on his/her
developmental achievement.
10:15 Snack and juice.
to
Objective:
In-seat behavior, table manners,
10:30 language stimulation and development (implementation
of feeding programs).
10:30 Arrival Group II. Place lunch pails on shelf, hang
up coats. Students from Group II find manipulative
to
10:45 toys. Group I clean table, toileting, and washing.
Group I joins Group II.
10:30 Music. Total group participates in singing .songs
and finger plays.
to
11:00 Objectives: Music appreciation, seasonal awareness,
follow group directions, auditory memory, vocal
stimulation, sensory motor activities.
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11:00 Gross motor activities. Outdoor, gym, or P.E.
to
activities in room. Activities: walking through
11:30 the halls in line, group games, races--crawling,
hopping, jumping, galloping, running, skipping.
Calisthenics--jumping jacks, push ups, sit ups,
summersaults, log rolling, angels in the snow.
Scooter boards--sitting, lying, pulling, pushing,
trains, through and around obstacles, relay races
with bean bags. Circle games--balls, dancing, in
and out the window. Animal walks. Obstacle
course--crawl tunnel, slide, balance beam, climbing
equipment.
Objectives: Following directions, body awareness,
directionality, motor development, socialization,
awarness and understanding of rules.
11:30 Group I.
to
bus.
11:45
11:45 Group II.
to
11:55

Dismissed.

Put on coats, go out to the

Calendar skills.

11:55 Visual and fine motor skills. Activities: Dubnoff
and Frostig worksheets, handwriting--tracing and
to
12:20 printing names. Chalkboard and easle activities,
dot-to-dot, coloring, beads, parquetry and pegboards.
Objectives: Visual motor and eye-hand coordination,
freedom of movement, digital grasp, visual motor,
l~ft-to-right progression directionality.
12:20 Lunch. Each is responsible for his/her own lunch pail.
to
Objectives: Eating skills, using fork or spoon,
12:40 pouring,table manners, socialization (implementation
of feeding programs).
12:40 Noon time recreation. Creative play, role playing-to
playing house, Batman, Superman, Incredible Hulk,
1:00 cowboys, dolls, buggies, restaurant, and kitchen.
Large block building, tent or f6rt.
Objectives: Social interaction, parallel and group
play, building and constructing, role playing,
social and emotional expression.
1:00
to
1:10

Records and music.

(See Group I - 9:35-9:45.) .
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1:20
to
1:35

Small group and individual instruction. Implementation
of preacademic, fine motor, and language goals as
prescribed for each child, based on his/her developmental achievement.

1:35
to
2:00

Unified arts. Film or filmstrips, painting or art
activity, story or creative dramatics, cooking.
Objectives: Correlation with seasonal or academic
unit, auditory and listening skills, creative
expression through a variety of media, tactile
and visual sensory stimulation, expressive language.
Sample Unit for 1 Week
Monday - Film: The Bakery
Tuesday - Painting--birthday cakes
Wednesday - Creative dramatics:
In the Night Kitchen
Thursday - Bake small loaves of bread
Friday - Make baker's hats out of newspapers

2:00
to
2:15

Early language program.
(Peek)
Students sit in
semi-circle.
Objectives: Specified target goals for early language
development, attending skills, receptive and expressive
language.

2:15
to
2:30

Dismissal. Put on coats and hats. Take home papers
and notes, receive reinforcements (0 ,
walk out to the bus.
Objectives:
Independent self-help skills, waiting
and standing in line appropriately.
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A DEVELOPMENTAL CURRICULUM FOR MULTIPLY HANDICAPPED
PRESCHOOL CHILDREN IN THE AREAS OF VISUAL MOTOR,
FINE MOTOR, AND SENSORY SKILLS

by

Denise Ghislaine Wentz Page

Objectives
1. Demonstrate auditory
awareness of environment.

Activities
a. Place student on the appropriate
adaptive equipment which will
allow for a comfortable and alert
position.

Prerequisite behavior:
b. Shake or hit noisemaker outside of
Auditory activity
within normal range.
student's visua~ field for a 5-10second interval, then arrest for
5-10 seconds.
Terminal behavior:
Student indicates
listening by quieting, .c. Vary the sound with other noisechange in breathing
makers.
rhythm, a.n d/or turning
d. This activity may be accomplished
toward the noise.
with a heterogeneous group of
students. The noise could be
presented from behind a screen.
a. Place student on the appropriate
adaptive equipment, which will
allow for a relaxed, semi-upright
Prerequisite behavior:
position.
Auditory and visual
b. Stand behind or on either side of
acuity within normal
student at ear level. Call his/
range. Ability to
her name, talk or stroke ear or
turn head to one or
cheek--encourage . student to turn
both sides.
head towards the sound of your
voice.

2. Use eyes to find
source of sound.

Materials and Equipment
Mat, bean bag chair,
wedge, or bolster.

Noisemakers:
rattles,
squeaky toys, bells,
drum, xylophone, music
box, pots, pans, radio,
or tape •

Infant seat, corner or
bolster chair, or
proneboard.
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Activities

Objectives
2. Use eyes to find
source of sound
(continued) .

Materials and Equipment

c. Smile and praise student when he/
she turns head and focuses on the
instructor's face.

Terminal behavior:
d.
Student will turn head
toward voice or sounds
and focus eyes on the .
face of the instructorle.
or object.

Move quickly out of the line of
vision and repeat on the other
side.
·
After the student is 100% successful, the instructor may move his/
her face higher or lower to
increase the student's visual
range.

f. Present noisemakers in same manner! Reinforcing noisemakers.
as before.
Praise student when
he/she locates and focuses on the
object.
g. After the student is 100% successful, the instructor may move the
object higher or lower to increase
the student's visual range.
3. Look at person or
object 10-12 inches
in front of eyes.

a. Student may be lying or sitting.
Instructor will place himself/
herself were student can see
directly into his/her face.

Mat, bean bag chair,
wedge, bolster, infant
seat, or corner chair.

N
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Objectives
3. Look at person or
object 10-12 inches
in front of eyes
(continued) .

Activities

Materials and Equipment

b. Talk to student, making a variety Crib mobiles, wall
of sounds. Smile and praise
· mobiles, noise makers,
student when he/she looks directly colorful pictures.
into the instructor's face.

Prerequisite behavior: c. Introduce a noisemaker, shake,
Auditory and visual
and praise student when he/she
acuity within normal
focuses on object.
range.
d. Place child llnder or beside crib
Terminal behavior:
mobile. Encourage child to play
and reach for the mobile. This
Student will look at
and focus eyes on the
activity is very good for nonface o·f the instructor
ambulatory students during
or object.
transition periods, rest time, or
free play. A student may also be
placed before a colorful picture.
a. Place student on the appropriate
adaptive equipment, which will
allow for a relaxed, semi-upright
position.
Prerequisite behavior:
Auditory and visual
b. Instructor will engage student's
acuity within normal
attention at midline. When the
range of sight.
student's eyes are focused, move
your
face from one side to the
Terminal behavior:
other.
Praise child when he/she
Student's eyes will
follows with his/her eyes.
follow objects moving
horizontally in front
of him/her.

4A.Horizontal visual
tracking.

Infant seat, corner or
bolster chair, or
proneboard.
Noisemaker, toy, finger
puppet, thimbles.

N
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Objectives
4A.Horizontal visual
tracking (continued).

Activities

Materials and Equipment

c. Hold toy in front of the student.
Move toy from side to side.
Praise student for following with
his/her eyes.
' d. Instructor will place thimbles on
thumb and index finger and click
moving horizontally. Praise
student for horizontal tracking.

4B.Vertical visual
tracking.

a. Follow the sequence of activities
for horizontal tracking.

Prerequisite behavior:
Auditory and visual
acuity within normal
range. Focusing
ability within range
of sight.
Terminal behavior:
Student's eyes will
follow an object moving vertically in
front of him/her.

N
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Objectives
5. Eyes follow 180° arc.

Activities

I

a. Place child on back, stomach, or
sitting position.

Materials and Equipment
Mat, wedge, infant seat,
corner chair.

Prerequisite behavior:
Visual acuity within
b. Engage the student's attention on Bright object or toy,
normal range.
bright object. Move it slowly
pinwheel, flashlight.
from one side, then move it in the
Terminal behavior:
opposite direction, past midline,
Student will move eyes
as far as the student will follow
and head to track
it.
object through 180°
arc.
c. Repeat until student follows
moving object in 180° arc, with
well coordinated eye and head
movements, then the distance of
the object may be increased.
d. The same activity may be done in a
darkened room, using a flashlight.
6 . Look at hands or
objects in hands.

a. Place student in appropriate
adaptive equipment which will
allow for a relaxed, semi-upright
Prerequisite behavior:
position.
Visual acuity within
normal range.
b . The instructor will work with one
hand at a time. Begin with the
Terminal behavior:
established preferred hand (if
Student will build an
there is one). Rub hand with
awareness of hands a nd
towel, or vibrate. Tie bright
will look at or use
colored yarn on wrist.
Praise stuthem purposefully.
dent for looking at wrist.

Infant seat, corner chair,
proneboardwith table.
Vibrator, rough towel,
water color felt pen,
favorite toy, masking
tape and mittens,
bright colored yarn.

w
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Objectives
6 . Look at hands or
objects in hands
(continued) .

Activities

Materials and Equipment

Encourage student to reach for a
favorite toy with that hand. Use
these same procedures with other
hand.
c. Draw a happy face on the back of
student's hand. Shape and
verbally cue student to look at
hand.
Praise for good looking.
A variation of this activity is
to place a Band-Aid on the
student's hand.
Repeat same
procedure with other hand.
d. Place a mitten on student's hand.
Praise for good looking, then
place it on other hand.
e. Place large ball of sticky
masking tape at midline. Shape
ball into student's hands.
Praise for looking at hands or
touching ball.
(This particular
activity could be used as an
independent activity, while the
student is sitting in infant
seat or corner chair, etc.)

w
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Objectives
7. Take object in hand
to mouth for sucking.
Terminal behavior:
Student will explore
texture and taste of
objects with mouth.

Activities
a. Place student on the appropriate
adaptive equipment which allows
for a comfortable and relaxed
position.

Materials and Equipment
Mat, wedge, bean bag
chair.

b. The instructor presents objects
Objects which are safe
to student.
Instructor will guidE for the student to
the student's hands to object and explore with his/her
assist in bringing to mouth.
mouth.
c. The instructor talks to student-describing the object.
d. Encourage student to reach for
object and place in mouth,
independently.
Reinforce student
by talking to him/her when the
object is in his/her mouth.

8. Hands come to midline

a. Place student on the appropriate
adaptive equipment, which will
Prerequisite behavior:
allow for a relaxed semi-upright
Physically capable
position.
of bringing hands to
midline.
b. Instructor will help student to
play pat-a-cake.
c. Instructor will loosely wrap yarn
or ribbon around student's hands
in midline.
Praise student when
he/she pokes or touches fingers or
palm.

Infant seat, corner or
bolster chair, or
proneboard with table.
Bright colored yarn or
ribbon. Favorite toys
or noisemakers.

w
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Objectives

Activities

8. Hands come to
midline (continued).

d. Dangle object or noisemaker in
front of student at midline.
Encourage student to reach for
object, move it away slightly so
that the student's hands touch
each other.

(Note: Consult with
P.T. or O.T. on best
way to carry out the
activity with
motorically involved
students. This is an
equally important
skill for motorically
involved students.)
9. Hold object placed
in hand.

Materials and Equipment

e. Encourage student to hold bottle
or glass with both hands.

a. Place student on back, stomach,
or sitting position.

Prerequisite behavior: b. Instructor will place his/her
Student has ability
finger in student's palm. P~aise
to open and close
student for closing fingers.
fingers.
c. Offer various objects to student.
Terminal behavior:
Shape fingers around object.
Student will grasp
Praise student for holding object.
object placed in hand
independently.
d. For motorically involved students,
if fist is clenched, first
~ote: Consult with
massage back of student's hand
O.T. or P.T. for
gently but firmly towards his/her
motorically involved
arm. Continue until fingers open.
students.)
Place the object in student's
hand.

Wedge, mat, proneboard,
corner chair, infant
seat, bean bag chair,
bolster chair.

One-inch block, rattle,
plastic doughnut ring,
small Nerf toys.
Vary texture of objects.
Additional suggestions:
rough:
Easter grass,
carpet, macaroni,
pebbles, c.rinkled foil;
soft: blanket, cotton
balls, kitten, hair,
w
skin;
w

Objectives
9. Hold object placed in
hand (continued).

10. Use ulner palmer
prehension (pinkie,
ring, and middle
finger against palm).

Activities
(Note: For motorically involved
students, never force fingers
open. Consult your O.T. or P.T.)
a. Place student on side,back, or
sitting position.

b. Instructor will place his/her
finger in student 1 s palm,
encouraging a three-finger grasp.
Prerequisite behavior:
· Student has ability tc
open and close fingers~ c. Place clothes pins or pegs in
student's hand.
Shape a threefinger grasp.
Terminal behavior:
Student will voluntard. Give student cookie or cracker.
ily grasp using the
Encourage independent grasping.
ulnar palmer prehension.

Materials and Equipment
cold:
warm:

snow, ice;
warm wash cloth.

Wedge, mat, proneboard,
corner chair, infant
seat, bean bag chair,
or bolster chair.

Clothespins, large
cylinder pegs, cookie,
or cracker.

(Note:
Consult with
O.T. or .P.T. Use
same relaxing techniques as above.)

w
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Objectives

Activities

11. Reach for and grasp
objects.

a. Place student on side, stomach,
back, or sitting position.

Materials and Equipment
Wedge, mat, infant seat,
bean bag chair, or
corner chair.

Prerequisite behavior :I b. Instructor will hold out hand
Physically capable of
directly in front of student at
bringing hands to
midline.
Encourage student to
midline. Ability to
touch hand.
Praise student for
open and close fingers
reaching and touching.
Terminal behavior:
c. Instructor will squeak toy at
Squeaky toys or noisemakers, crib mobile,
Student will independmidline, in front of student.
ently and accurately
crackers.
Praise student for reaching and
reach for and grasp
grasping object.
(Instructor
may aid student by shaping
objects.
fingers around object.)
(Note: Consult with
O.T. or P.T. on the
d. Place student below or beside crib
best way to carry out
mobile. Encourage student to
this activity with
reach for and grasp. Praise .for
motorically involved
success.
students.)
e. Place small pieces· of food on
tray. When student touches or
grasps food, reward with the
food.

w
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Objectives
12. Awareness of body
parts in response
to touch pressure
stimuli.
Terminal behavior:
Student will become
aware of body parts
and aware of feedback
from body moving
around in his/her
environment.
(Note: Consult with
O.T. or P.T. before
proceeding with this
activity.
Some
students are tactilly
defensive and have
low tolerance for
these activities.)
13. Awareness of object's
texture, weight, and
temperature through
touching.

Activities

Materials and Equipment

a. Place student on back or side.
Remove student's clothing
except diapers or shorts.

Mat, wedge, bean bag
chair.

b. Instructor will rub student's
hand firmly with hands. Move
up to forearm, upper arm, and
shoulders. With legs, start
with feet and move up. '
Instructor should describe the
student's body part which he/she
is rubbing.

Soft, thick terry
cloth towel, vibrator.

c. Repeat the same above procedure
using a towel. Use a firm,
slow pressure.
d. Repeat the same procedures using
a vibrator, on low speed.

a. Place student on the appropriate
adaptive equipment which will
allow for a relaxed semi-upright
position.

Infant seat, proneboard,
corner chair.
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Objectives

Activities

13. Awareness of object's
texture, weight, and
temperature through
touching (continued).

b. Assemble pairs of objects.
Introduce one member of one pair
of objects, such as the empty glue
bottle.
·

14. Use radial-palmer
prehension (thumb
and index fingers
against palm).

a. Place student on side, back, or
sitting position.

Materials and Equipment

Two large glue bottles-one empty, one full.
Two plastic bottles
with lids--one filled
with warm water and one
Prerequisite behavior:1c. Encourage student to explore the
filled with . cold water.
Visual acuity within
object with hands and mouth,
Two balls of similar
shaking, and banging.
Then hand
normal range.
Ability
size and color, one of
student the other object.
Encour- hard rubber, one Nerf.
to independently grasp
Two chains, one made of
object for several
age the same exploration.
plastic, one of metal.
Instructor should describe each
minutes.
object and their differences.
Terminal behavior:
Remove that pair and follow the
Student will anticipate
same procedure with other pairs
differences of weight,
of objects.
temperature and textur¢
by accommodating grasp
or movements to them.

b. Place small sponge toy or cube in
front of student to grasp.
Shape
student to pick up object with
Prerequisite behavior:
Student has ability. to
thumb and index finger.
open and close fingers

Wedge, mat, proneboard,
corner chair, infant
seat, bean . bag chair,
bolster chair.
Small sponge toys or
objects.
Appropriate
finger foods.

w
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Objectives
14. Use radial-palmer
prehension (thumb and
index fingers against
palm) (continued).

Activities

Materials and Equipment

c. Place finger foods (pieces of
graham cracker, hot dog, etc.)
on tray in front of student.
Encourage or shape student to
use thumb and index finger.

Terminal behavior:
Student will hold
small objects with
thumb and index f inge:r,.
15. Bang and shake
rattle.

a. Place student on side, back, or
sitting position.

Prerequisite behavior: b. Place an object in front of
Student is physically
student.
Encourage student to
capable of bringing
shake or hit objects. Praise
hands to midline.
student for appropriate action.
Ability to open and
close fingers.
c. Instructor will stack blocks.
Dernonstrate knocking over blocks.
Terminal behavior:
Shape student to do the same.
Student will purposePraise student for independent
fully hit, shake,
knocking over of blocks.
or mouth objects
appropriately.
(Note: A motorically
involved student may
be shaped through all
these activities. Con~
sult with O.T. or P.T.

Wedge, mat, corner chair,
infant seat, bean bag
chair, bolster chair.
Rattle, bells, mobile,
balloon, bubbles,
blocks.
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Objectives

Activities

16. Transfer objects from a. Place student on the appropriate
one hand to the other.
adaptive equipment which will
allow for a relaxed semi-upright
Prerequisite behavior:
position.
Student is physically
capable of bringing
b. Instructor will present a toy from
hands to midline.
the student's right side. Allow
Ability to open and
student to play with toy after he/
close fingers.
she reaches or grasps toy. Use
the same procedures--presenting
Terminal behavior:
the object from the left side.
Student will independAlternate right ·and left until
ently transfer objects
student will reach for and grasp
from one hand to the
with either hand.
other.
c. Instructor will physically assist
(Note:
This is an
student to bring both hands to
important activity for
midline and explore object with
motorically involved
hands.
students.
If a child
is more affected on onel d. Present a toy from the student's
side, consult the O.T.
left side. Gently restrain the
or P.T. in the
left hand until student crosses
presentation of this
over the midline with the right
activity.)
and grasps the object. Praise
student for reaching over and
allow him/her to play with the to~

Materials and Equipment
Infant seat, corner
chair, proneboard.

Small toys or noisemakers.
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Objectives
16. Transfer objects from
one hand to the other
(continued) .

Activities
e. Physically assist student to
transfer object to other hand.
Decrease assistance as student
becomes more independent in
transferring objects. Praise
for changing hands.

17. Pic;:k up small object a. Place student in appropriate
by scooping or raking.
adaptive equipment which will
allow for a relaxed sitting
Prerequisite behavior:
position.
Student is capable of
b. Place small pieces of food in
bringing hands to
midline. Ability to
front of student. Help student to
pick up food with either a scoopopen and close fingers ~
ing or raking movement. Praise
Terminal behavior:
student for independent attempts.
Student will pick up
c. Place yarn or string in front of
small objects with a
scooping or raking
student. Use same above procedures to pick up string. Praise
movement with his/her
hands.
student for independent attempts.
18. Hold object between
thumb and first two
fingers (thumb and
finger opposition).

Materials and Equipment

a. Place student in appropriate
adaptive equipment which will
allow for a relaxed sitting
position.

Infant seat, corner chair.

Raisins, Cheerios,
Fruit Loops, etc.

Thin yarn or string
(brightly colored).

Infant seat, corner chair.

~
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Objectives
18. Hold object between
thumb and first twc
fingers (thumb and
finger opposition)
(continued) .
Prerequisite behavior:
Student is capable of
bringing hands to
midline. Ability to
open and close fingers
Terminal behavior:
Student will independently hold objects
between thumb and
first two fingers.

Activities
b. Instructor will demonstrate how ~
to pinch and poke cookie dough wit
first two fingers and thumb. Shap
student to imitate.
c. Present objects which gradually
decrease in size, by handing
them to student.
Shape student's
first two fingers and thumb
around object.

Materials and Equipment
Cookie dough, objects
decreasing in size:
3-inch blocks to
1-inch cubes.
Large
beads to small beads.
Large to small pieces
of cheese cubes,
cereals, and raisins.

d. Use same procedure - with edibles.
Shape fingers for correct
position.

Infant seat, corner
a. Place student in appropriate
adaptive equipment which will
chair.
allow for a relaxed sitting
Prerequisite behavior:
position.
Student has ability to
open and close fingers l b. Instructor will demonstrate how t ol One-inch dowel pegs and
pegboard. Knobbed pegs
and raise forearm.
grasp single peg and pull out,
and rubber mat board.
saying, "I'm going to pull the
peg out!" or "Pull peg out!"
Variety of sized and
Repeat.
~shaped pegboards.

19. Pull one peg out of
pegboard.

""'
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Objectives

Activities

Materials and Equipment

19. Pull · one peg out of
pegboard (continued).

c. Encourage the student to pull the
peg out, using the same verbal
cue.
Shape the student's hand
Terminal behavior:
around the peg and if necessary
Student will independhelp pull it out. Praise for
ently pull out pegs
success. Continue until student
from a pegboard.
will grasp and pull peg out
independently.
(Note: Consult with
O.T. or P.T. for
d. Present a variety of pegs in
motorically involved
shapes and sizes. · As the student
students.)
increases the amount of pegs he/
she can pull out, gradually
decrease the size of the pegs.
Note: The pegs may be grasped
in a variety of manners, from the
whole hand grasp, to the ulnar
palmer prehension, to the pincer
grasp. The size of the object
may influence the grasp.
a. Place student in appropriate
adaptive equipment which will
allow for a relaxed sitting
position, or free arm movement.
Prerequisite behavior:
Student has ability to
bring hands together
at midline and is able
to grasp objects.

20. Hit two objects
together at midline.

Infant seat, corner
chair, proneboard,
wedge, or bolster.
Small objects, blocks,
spoons, rattles, small
and large cymbals,
small pan lids.
~
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Objectives
20. Hit two objects
together at midline
(continued) .
Terminal behavior:
Student will intentionally hit two
objects together
at midline.

Activities

Materials and Equipment

b. Instructor will place one object
in front of the student to grasp.
Present the second toy.
Encourage the student to also grasp the
second toy.
c. Instructor will demonstrate
hitting the two objects
together. Verbally cue student
or shape student to imitate.
Praise for success.
d. Present a variety of objects.
Praise student for hitting
objects together.
Note:
If student has hand
dominance, allow equal reaching
and grasping at midline with .othe1
hand.

21. Poke with index
finger in an isolated
movement.

a. Place student in appropriate
adaptive equipment which will
allow for a relaxed sitting
position or free arm movement.

Infant seat, corner
chair, wedge.

Prerequisite behavior:
Student has ability to
bring hands together
at midline.
~
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Objectives
21. Poke with index
finger in an isolated
movement (continued).
Terminal behavior:
Student will intentionally poke or
point using an
isolated movement.

Activities

Materials and Equipment

b. Instructor will hold small jar
with raisin in front of child at
midline. Encourage child to get
raisin, using index finger to
reach into bottle. Praise when
student is successful. Allow
student to eat raisin.

Small jar or container
containing small
edibles, i.e., raisin,
Cheerio.

c. Instructor will present clay or
other pliable media. Demonstrate
how to make holes.
Shape student
to imitate. Praise student for
independent poking.

Clay, Play Dough, sand,
pegboard, play telephone, picture books.

d. Place toy phone in front of
student and demonstrate how to
dial. Cue student to imitate.
Shape student's hand(s) if
necessary. Praise for independent manipulation of the dial.
e. Present pegboard to student.
Demonstrate poking finger into
the holes. Cue student to
imitate. Praise for correct
response.
f. Present pictures or picture books.
Shape student's hand to point at
pictures. Decrease amount of
shaping, until student is
independently pointing.

.i::,.
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Objectives

Activities

22. Volunt~rily release
objects.

a. Place student in appropriate
adaptive equipment which will
allow for a relaxed upright
Prerequisite behavio~:
position, and free arm movement.
Student has ability
to bring hands
b. Instructor will place coffee
together at midline
can in front of student, and
and is able to grasp
drop objects one at a time into
and release.
the can.
(Note: The sound
should be the initial
reinforcement.)
Terminal behavior:
Will intentionally
c. Present small objects to the
drop or throw
student and verbally cue to drop
objects with a
into the can. Physically shape
voluntary release.
if necessary. Praise for
dropping the object.

23. Use pincer grasp.

Materials and Equipment
Proneboard, infant
seat, corner chair.

Coffee can, small toys,
cubes, blocks, clothespins, marbles, pennies.

d. Present ball or bean bag to
student. Demonstrate throwing
object. Encourage student to
imitate. Physically shape if
necessary. Praise for dropping
the object.

Nerf ball, bean bag,
tiny ball.

a. Place student in appropriate
adaptive equipment which will
allow for a relaxed sitting
position.

Infant seat, corner
chair.

,r::,.
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Objectives

Activities

23. Use pincer grasp
(continued).

b. Present student with cookie
dough. Demonstrate how to pinch
off pieces with thumb and index
Prerequisite behavio~:
finger.
Shape student's fingers.
Student has ability
Allow student· to eat dough.
to bring hands to
midline. Ability to
c. Hand small edibles to student.
open and close finVerbally cue to use thumb and
gers.
index finger--demonstrate or
shape. Allow student to eat
Terminal behavior:
food.
Student will pick up
food or small objects d. Place small edibles in front of
with direct thumb and
child. Cue student to pick up
index finger opposiwith thumb and index finger.
tion.
Allow student to eat food.

24. Hold crayon in fist
and makes incidental
marks.

a. Place student in appropriate
adaptive equipment which will
allow for a relaxed sitting
position, and free arm movement.

Prerequisite behavior~
Student has ability
b. Instructor will place a dab of
to bring hands to
pudding, yogurt, or paint on the
midline, and mobility
table top, tray, or mirror
of arm movement.
directly in front of the student
Student has vision
If the student does not
spontaneously touch the paint,
sufficient for
discerning color.
demonstrate finger painting and
verbally cue child to imitate.
If necessary, . physically shape.

Materials and Equipment
Cookie dough, or
edible play dough,
small edible objects,
raisins, Cheerios,
small pieces of cheese.

Corner chair, infant
seat.

Instant pudding, yogurt,
finger paints (nontoxic), tempera paint,
washable felt pen.
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Objectives
24. Hold crayon in fist
and makes incidental
ma~ks (continued).
Terminal behavior:
Student will spontaneously scribble or
finger paint when
presented with felt
pen or paint.

Activities
Gradually decrease assistance.
Praise student for spontaneously
finger painting.
c. Place a sheet of paper and a felt
pen in front of the student.
Demonstrate how to scribble. Give
the pen to the student and aid
student to scribble. Gradually
decrease assistance. Praise any
marks or scribbling student makes
independently.

a. Place student in appropriate
adaptive equipment which will
allow for a relaxed upright
position, and free arm movement.
Prerequisite behavior:
Student has the
ability to bring handslb. Instructor will present nesting
to midline, ability to
cups to student and demonstrate
how to stack them.
Encourage
grasp and release
objects and mobility
student to imitate. Praise
of arms.
student's attempts. Aid to
achieve success.
Terminal behavior:
Student will build a
2-8-block tower.

25. Attempt to
tower.

build a

Materials and Equipment

Proneboard, infant seat,
corner chair.

Nesting cups, graduated
rings, large and small
blocks.
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Objectives
25. Attempt to build a
tower (continued).

Activities

Materials and Equipment

c. Present graduated rings to
student (peg is larger at bottom
and narrows to tip). Demonstrate
how to stack rings so that they
fit.
Encourage student to
imitate. Praise student's
attempts--aid to achieve success.
d. Present brightly colored blocks tc
student. Demonstrate how to
stack the blocks then knock the
tower over. Encourage the student
to imitate. Praise student's
attempts--aid to achieve success.

26. Hold toy in one hand
while picking up
another.

a. Place student on stomach or sittinr Wedge, mat, proneboard,
position, in adaptive equipment
corner chair, infant
which will allow for free arm
seat, bolster chair.
movement.

Prerequisite behavior:
b. Instructor will place student's
Student has the
ability to bring arms
hands in the midline position.
to midline, ability to
Present the first object from the
student's right side. Verbally
grasp and release
objects and mobility
cue student to reach for the
of arms.
object. Praise student for
reaching and grasping object.
Physically assist if necessary.

Bright objects, toys,
and small noisemakers.

~
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Objectives
26. Hold toy in one hand
while picking up
another (continued).
Terminal behavior:
Student will use both
hands equally to
reach for and pick up
objects, and will
hold two objects, one
in each hand.

Activities

Materials and Equipment

c. While student is holding first
object, present second object
from the student's left side.
Follow the same procedures as
before.
If the student drops
the first object, correct the
student and aid the student to
hold first object while reaching
for the second object.
d. Continue until student will react
for and grasp two objects
independently, when presented.
Note: This skill is a
prerequisite to using both hands
in performing actions, such as
pat-a-cake, clapping two objects
together, and pushing movements.

27. "Throw" ball with
pushing movement.
Prerequisite behavior
Student has the
ability to bring arms
to midline, ability
to grasp and release
objects and mobility
of arms.

a. Place student on stomach or
sitting position, in adaptive
equipment which will allow for
free arm movement.

Wedge, mat, proneboard,
corner chair, infant
seat, bolster chair.
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Objectives
27. "Throw" ball with
pushing movement
(continued) .
Terminal behavior:
Student will use both
hands to push ball.

Activities
b. Instructor presents cymbals to
student, so that student will
grasp one in each hand.
Physically assist child to clap
cymbals together. Encourage
student to clap cymbals
independently.
Praise for
success.

Materials and Equipment
Two small cymbals,
tambourine, large ball,
large truck.

c. Present tambourine directly in
front of student.
Demonstrate
how to tap tambourine with both
hands. Physically assist if
necessary. Praise student for
independently tapping tambourine.
d. Present large truck with wheels
to student.
Demonstrate how to
push truck using both hands.
Physically assist if necessary.
Praise for independent success.
e. Present large ball to student
Demonstrate pushing the ball
with both hands.
Physically
assist. Praise student for
independent success.

lJ1
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Objectives

Activities

a. Place student in appropriate
adaptive equipment which will
allow for a relaxed sitting
position.
Prerequisite behavior:
Student has the
ability to bring arms b. Instructor will present a
to midline, ability
tambourine or drum to student.
Assist the student to hold the
to graap and release
instrument with one hand and hit
objects, and mobility
it with the other. Praise for
of arms.
independent success.
Terminal behavior:
c. Present pop-beads to student.
Student will use one
Demonstrate how to pull them
hand to hold an object
and manipulate it with
apart and put back together.
Physically assist if necessary.
other.
Praise for success.

28. Turn page of cardboard book.

Materials and Equipment
Infant seat, corner chair,
bolster chair.
(Note:
may also hold student
in lap.)
Tambourine, . drum, popbeads, toy with sound
string, brightly
illustrate9 cardboard
book.

d. Present toy with string to
activate sound to student.
Demonstrate how to pull string
to create the sound. Encourage
student to hold toy and pull
string. Physically assist if
necessary. Praise for success.
e. Present cardboard book to student.
Demonstrate separating the pages.
Talk about the pictures. Encourag~
student to turn the page.
Physically assist. Allow student
to try independently. Reinforce,
and talk about the pictures~
·
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Objectives
29. Place one or two pegsl
in pegboard independently.
Prerequisite behavior
Student has the
ability to· grasp and
release objects and
has mobility of arms.
Terminal behavior:
Student will place
pegs in pegboard
independently.

Activities

Materials and Equipment

a. Place student in appropriate
adaptive equipment which will
allow for a relaxed sitting
position.

Infant seat, corner
chair, bolster chair.

b. Instructor will present pegs
and pegboard to student.
Demonstrate how to place peg in
hole.
Physically assist student.
Praise for putting peg in the
hole.
Repeat.
Encourage studen1
to place pegs in holes
independently. Praise for each
peg successfully placed.

Variety of large pegs
and pegboards.

c. When the student has mastered
large pegs, introduce small and
tiny pegs and pegboards.
30. Place round form in
a formboard when
presented with three
forms.
Prerequisite behavior
Student has the
ability to grasp and
release objects and
has mobility of arms.

a. Place student on stomach or
sitting position in adaptive
equipment which will allow for
arm movement.

Wedge, proneboard,
corner chair, infant
seat, bolster chair.

b. Present student with a single
shaped round formboard.
Demonstrate taking out and putting in
circle shape. Physically assist
student to do the same. Praise.

Variety of single shaped
or three-shaped formboards and sorting boxes.

U1
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Objectives

Activities

Materials and Equipment

c. Remove circle shape from forrnboara.
Encourage or aid student to touch
and feel the round shape of the
forrnboard. Allow student to
attempt placing the circle shape
in the forrnboard.
Praise for
Terminal behavior:
success.
Student will discriminate round form from a
d. Present a three-shaped forrnboarµ
group of three and
with only the circle shape.
place it correctly
Demonstrate how to place the
in forrnboard.
circle shape in place. Allow
student to experiment. Physically
assist and praise. Praise for
independent success.

30. Place round form in
a formboard when
presented with three
forms (continued).

e. Present three-shaped forrnboard,
with one other shape besides rounc
one. Student must choose correct
form and hole. Praise for
success. Present third form.
Praise student for correctly
placing roun~ form in forrnboard.

u,
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Objectives

Activities

Materials and Equipment

Wedge, proneboard,
a. Place student on stomach or
sitting position in adaptive
corner chair, infant
equipment which will allow for
seat, bolster chair.
Prerequisite behavior:
free arm movement.
Student has the abilit~
Variety of three-shaped
to grasp and release
lb. Present three-shaped forrnboard
forrnboards and sorting
objects and has
along with a square and circle
mobility of arms.
shape. Demonstrate taking out andlboxes.
putting in both shapes.
Terminal behavior:
Student will disc. Remove the square shape from the
formboard.
Encourage or aid studerlt
tinguish three
individual shapes
to touch and feel the square shape
and place them
and hole.
Instruct student to
correctly in a threeplace circle in correct hole.
Instruct student to place square ir
shaped formboard.
correct hole. Assist if necessary
Praise for success.

31. Complete three-shaped
forrnboard.

d. After student is 100% accurate in
placing the square and circle in
the correct holes, introduce the
third shape. Proceed in the same
manner.
Praise for success.
32. Fold paper in
imitation.

a. Place student in appropriate
adaptive equipment which will
allow for a relaxed sitting
position.

Infant seat, corner chair,
bolster chair.

(.J1
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Objectives

Activities

32. Fold paper in
b. Present a piece of paper to
imitation (continued).
student. Demonstrate how to
fold and crease paper.
Prerequisite behavior:
Student has mobility
c. Instruct student to fold paper.
of arms.
Physically assist student to
fold in half, instructor will
Terminal behavior:
match corners and physically
Student will
assist student to crease with
independently fold
index finger or hand. Praise.
a piece of paper in
half.
d . Instruct student to fold paper.
Verbally cue student in folding
and matching corners. Physically
assist student in creasing
paper. Praise.

Materials and Equipment
Newsprint.

e . Instruct student to fold paper.
Verbally cue the process of
folding and creasing. Praise for
success.
f. Instruct student to fold paper.
Allow student to fold paper
independently. Praise for
success.

U1
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Objectives

Activities

33. Correctly insert three a. Place student in appropriate
adaptive equipment, which will
shapes into threeshaped formboard.
allow for a comfortable upright or
sitting position.
Prerequisite behavior:
Student has the abil- b. Present student with three-shaped
ity to grasp and
formboard.
Present the circle
release objects and
shape. Talk about shape. Encourhas mobility of arms.
age student to feel the shape
and the round hole.
Terminal behavior:
Student will disc. Demonstrate by placing circle
tinguish three
shape into round hole. Direct
individual shapes and
student to imitate. Physically
place them correctly
assist student if necessary.
in a three-shaped
Praise for correct placement of
formboard, independobject.
ently.
(Note: To reduce visual distraction, other shaped holes can
be covered or taped. One shape
can be presented at a time.)

Materials and Equipment
Proneboara, corner chair,
bolster chair.

Variety of formboards
and sorting boxes.

d. After student becomes 100%
successful, introduce square shape
and proceed · as above. After 100%
success with square, introduce
triangle shape and proceed as
above until reaching 100% success.
u,
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Objectives
33. Correctly insert
three shapes into
three-shaped
formboard (continued).

Activities

Materials and Equipment

e. Present forrnboard with all shapef
directly opposite their correct
shape. Direct student to place
shapes into their correct holes.
Physically assist if necessary.
Praise for correct placement of
each shape.
(Note:
This lesson may be
presented over a period of time,
appropriate to the student's
learning pace.)

34. Turn pages in a book
one by one.
Prerequisite behavior
Student has mobility
of arm movement.
Terminal behavior:
Student will turn
pages in a book
independently.

a. Place student in appropriate
adaptive equipment which will
allow for free arm movement.

Wedge, bolster chairs,
corner chair.

b. Present student with large
cardboard book. Encourage
student to look at pictures.
Turn the pages for student.

Children's books of all
sizes with cardboard,
cloth, and paper pages.
Wand with eraser at tip
to aid in turning
pages.

c. Continue to look at book with
student.
Physically assist student to turn pages of the book.
Praise and talk about pictures
of the new page.

u,
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Objectives

Activities

34. Turn pages in a book
d. Direct student to turn
one by one (continued),.
independently. Praise
he or she turns 2 or 3
at a time.
Talk about

Materials and Equipment
the pages
even if
pages
pictures.

e. Allow student to look at books
independently. Verbally reinforc~
for turning pages and looking at
pictures. Encourage student to
look at other books.
35. Draw vertical and
horizontal strokes in
imitation.

a. Place student in appropriate
adaptive equipment which will
allow for a relaxed sitting
position.

Prerequisite behavior:
Mobility of arms.
b. Instructor will place mirror
Ability to grasp and
directly in front of student.
release.
Demonstrate drawing a vertical
line with finger paint on a
(Note:
If a student
mirror.
has an immature grasprelease reflex, tape
c. Assist student to place paint on
or Silly Putty may be
fingers and draw vertical lines.
wrapped around chalk
Instructor may say, "Top to
or pen for an easier
bottom," or "down," "up" with
grasp. The pen may
each vertical line drawn.
Praise
also be taped in the
student for participation.
hand.)

Infant seat, corner chair,
bolster chair.

Finger paint, paper,
mirror, chalk, chalkboard,
water color felt pens.

Ul
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Objectives

Activities

Materials and Equipment

35. Draw vertical and
d. Allow student to draw vertical
horizontal strokes in
lines independently encouraging
imitation (continued).
the appropriate verbal cues.
Praise for independent drawings
Terminal behavior:
of vertical lines.
Student will draw
vertical and horizontale. Given chalk and chalkboard or
lines, independently.
felt pen and paper follow the
above procedures. Demonstrate
vertical line ·with chalk, assist
student to draw vertical lines,
and praise for independent
drawings of vertical lines.
f. After student can imitate a
vertical line with 100% accuracy,
follow the above procedures for
drawing a horizontal line.
(Note: Each activity may be
presented on a different day and
repeated as many times as
necessary.
36. Turn knobs on T. V.,
radio, or toys.

a. Place student in appropriate
adaptive equipment which will
allow for free arm movement.

Wedge, bolster chair,
proneboard, corner
chair.

Prerequisite behavior:
Ability to open and
close fingers.
U1
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Objectives
36. Turn knobs on T. V.,
radio, or toys
(continued).
Terminal behavior:
Student will increase
fine motor ability
and finger dexterity
by independently
turning the knob of
a wind-up toy.

Activities
b. Instructor will present Tinker
Toys to student. Demonstrate
how to put round piece onto a
stick.
c. Encourage student to do the same.
Physically assist.
Praise for
independent success.

Materials and Equipment
Tinker Toys, Legos,
Reels and Wheels,
plastic nuts and bolts,
wind-up toys, wind-up
toy radios, music
boxes.

d. Instructor will present plastic
nuts and bolts. Demonstrate how
to put nut on bolt and twisting
and untwisting.
e. Encourage student to imitate.
Physically assist if necessary.
Praise for twisting and untwistins
nut.
f. Instructor will present a wind-up
toy radio or music box to student.
Demonstrate how to wind toy.
g. After the music has stopped,
encourage the student to wind up
the toy. Physically assist.
Praise for attempts. Repeat until
the student has independent
success. Praise.
O'I
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Objectives

Activities

Materials and Equipment

Proneboard, corner chair,
a. Place student in appropriate
bolster chair.
adaptive equipment which will
allow for free arm movement in a
Prerequisite behavior:
comfortable upright or sitting
Mobility of arms.
position.
Ability to grasp and
release objects.
b. Instructor will present a variety Circle form and formboard,
jar lids, rings, water
of objects of the circle shape.
Terminal behavior:
color felt pens, chalkEncourage the student to trace
Student will independthe shapes with index finger in a board, colored chalk,
ently copy a circle.
counter clockwise motion. Instruc stencil templates,
circle shape.
tor will repeat the name of the
shape saying, "circle," and
encourage the student to say,
"circle." Praise for tracing
and attempts to repeat the word
"circle."

3 7'. Will copy a circle.

c. Instructor will draw a large
circle on paper or table with felt
pens. Physically assist student
to trace circle with index finger.
Encourage student to trace
independently. Praise for
independent success.
d. Give student various colored felt
pens. Assist student to trace
circle in counter clockwise motio~.
Encourage student to trace
independently. Praise for success
O'I
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Objectives
37. Will copy a circle
(continued) .

Activities

Materials and Equipment

e. Instructor will draw a circle on
the chalkboard. Encourage
student to trace circle, then
instruct student to draw his/her
own circle. Physically assist if
necessary. Praise for approximations.
f. Present student with circle
stencil templates.
Demonstrate
how to trace the stencil.
Encourage student to trace
circle, assist if necessary.
Praise for success.
g. Present student with a picture of
a circle to copy.
Instruct
student to make a circle. Praise
for independent success, reinforcE
by drawing a happy face in the
circle.

38. Will string 1-inch
beads.

a. Place student in appropriate
adaptive equipment which will
allow for free arm movement
in a comfortable upright or
sitting position.

Proneboard, corner
chair, bolster chair.

O"I
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Objectives

Activities

b. Instructor will present spools and
yarn to student. Demonstrate how
to thread the needle through the
Prerequisite behavior:
spool. Physically aid the student
to hold the spool and the needle.
Student has the
Praise for success. Repeat until
ability to bring hands
3-5 spools have been threaded.
to midline, ability
to grasp and release
Reinforce student by allowing
objects and mobility
to wear the spools as a necklace.
of arms.
(Note:
Instructor may hold spool
or bead steady and assist student
Terminal behavior:
to thread bead and pull thread
Student will string
out
the other side.
If necessary
1-inch beads
the
bead
or
spool
can
be placed on
independently.
its side on the table while the
student threads the bead. Any
adaptations may be made according
to the student's motorical
involvement.)

38. Will string 1-inch
beads (continued).

Materials and Equipment
Large and small spools,
large plastic yarn needle
with string or yarn,
macaroni, Cheerios,
Fruit Loops, 1-inch to
1/2-inch beads.

c. Introduce 1-inch beads and shoelace to student. Aid to string
beads. Encourage independent
completion of the task.
Praise
for independent success. Student
may wear necklace. After success
with 1-inch beads, introduce
1/2-inch beads.
d. Present Cheerios and Fruit Loops
for student to string with shoelace. Student may take finished product home or may eat it as a snack.
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Objectives

Activities

39. Will snip paper with
scissors.

a. Place student in appropriate
adaptive equipment which will
allow for free arm movement in a
Prerequisite behavior~
comfortable upright or sitting
Student has ability
position.
to bring hands to
midline, ability to
b. Present adaptive scissors to
grasp and release
student. Demonstrate how to
objects and mobility
"open" and "close" the scissors
of arms~
by maneuvering the handle up and
down.
Demonstrate how to cut
Terminal behavior:
paper using the adaptive scissors
Student will snip
Allow student to snip colored
paper with scissors
paper. Aid student in holding
independently.
paper correctly and verbally
cuing, "open--close." Praise
for independent success.
c. Present a 4" x 4" construction
paper with 1-inch lines around
all the edges. Demonstrate how
to snip along the lines to create
a fringe.
Praise for attempts.
Proceed with this lesson until
student is cutting on lines with
95% accuracy.

Materials and Equipment
Proneboard, corner chair,
bolster chair.

Adaptive scissors secured
on block with a dowel
through the top end
of the handle.

~L-
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Squeeze scissors, helper
scissors, regular child's
scissors, and colored
construction paper, cardboard, tagboard, and
felt pen.

°'
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Objectives
39. Will snip paper with
scissors (continued).

Activities

Materials and Equipment

d. Glue two pieces of 1" x 5"
tagboard on construction paper
1/4 inch apart. Draw a wide
line between the tagboard pieces.
Demonstrate how to cut on the
line. Instruct the student to
"open" and "close" the scissors.
Praise for success.
Repeat this
lesson several times until
student is cutting on lines with
95% accuracy.
e. Draw a 5-inch line 1/4 inch wide
on a 5 11 x 5" piece of construction paper.
Instruct the student
to cut along the line. Praise
for success. Repeat until
student reaches 95% accuracy.
(Note: The same procedures may
be used with the other varieties
of scissors.)
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Objectives
40. Will place a chimney
on a four-block
train and push.

Activities

Materials and Equipment

a. Place student in appropriate
adaptive equipment which will
allow for free arm movement.

Wedge, bolster chair,
proneboard, corner
chair.

cr:B

b. Present student with four blocks. Colored blocks or
Instruct the student to watch
1-inch cubes.
carefully.
Slowly place three
blocks side by side and place
Prerequisite behavior~
the fourth block on the third
Student has mobility
block.
Imitate a train chugging
of arm movement,
noise and whi·stle while pushing
ability to grasp and
the train.
release objects.
c. Present the student with his/her
Terminal behavior:
own four blocks. Encourage
Student will build a
student to build his/her own
four-block train
train. Verbally cue and
independently.
physically assist if necessary.
Reinforce by aiding student to
push train and make train noises.
d. Repeat activity until student
can build a train out of four
blocks independently.

en
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Objectives

Activities

41. Will build a bridge of1 a. Place student in appropriate
three blocks.
adaptive equipment which will
allow for free arm movement.

Materials and Equipment
Wedge, bolster chair,
proneboard, corner chair.

db

b. Present student with three blocks 1Colored blocks or
Instruct the student to watch
1-inch cubes, pencil,
carefully. Slowly place two
small toy car.
blocks down leaving a small gap
Prerequisite behavior:
between them.
Explain to the
Student has mobility
student that the gap is the road
of arm movement and
for the car to go through. Place
ability to grasp and
the third block on top and in the
release objects.
middle of the two blocks. Use a
pencil as a car and drive the
Terminal behavior:
"car" under the bridge.
Student will build .a
bridge of three blocks! c. Present the student with their
independently.
own three blocks.
Instruct
them to imitate the bridge.
Allow the student to try and
error.
(Note: Most kids will omit the
gap or will not center the third
block.)
d. Physically assist the student to
make a bridge. Verbally cue the
placement of the third block "on
top" and "in the middle" of the
two blocks. Reinforce by aiding
student to drive a car under the
bridge.
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Objectives

Activities

Materials and Equipment

41. Will build a bridge of e. Allow student to attempt the
three blocks
activity independently. Praise
(continued).
for correct response.
42. Will draw a V.
Prerequisite behavior
Mobility of arms.
Ability to grasp and
release objects.
Terminal behavior:
Student will
independently draw
a V.

a. Place student in appropriate
adaptive equipment which will
allow far free arm movement in
a comfortable upright or sitting
position.

Proneboard, corner
chair, bolster chair.

b. Instructor will draw a large V
Water color felt pens,
on paper or table with felt pens. colored chalk, chalkEncourage the student to trace
board.
the V with his/her index finger.
Instructor will repeat the name
of the letter "V" and encourage
student to say "V." Praise for
tracing and attempts to repeat
the letter "V. 11
c. Give the student a colored felt
pen. Assist the student to trace
several V's. Verbally cue
student to "draw a V." Then cue
\/ "down, up" while tracing
the V. Allow student to attempt
tracing the V.
Praise for
approximation.
d. Instruct the student to "draw a
V, 11 independently, given chalk,
chalkboard, or paper and felt
pen. Praise for independent success.

0)
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Objectives
42. Will draw a V
(continued).

Activities

!Materials and Equipment

(Note: Each activity may be
presented on a different day and
repeated as many times as
necessary.)

43. Will copy a square
and a cross.

a. Place student in appropriate
adaptive equipment which will
allow for free arm movement
Prerequisite behavior·
in a comfortable upright or
Mobility of arms.
sitting position.
Ability to grasp and
release objects.
b. Instructor will present a variety
of objects of the square shape.
Terminal behavior:
Encourage student to trace the
Student will independobjects with index finger.
Instructor will repeat the name
ently copy a square
and a cross.
of the shape, saying "square."
Praise for tracing and attempts
to repeat the word "square."

Proneboard, corner chair,
bolster chair.

Square form and formboard,
square chips, stencil
templates : square
shaped, water color felt
pens, paper, colored
chalk, and chalkboard.

c. Instructor will draw a large
square on paper or table with
felt pens. Physically assist
student to trace circle with
index finger.
Encourage student
to trace independently. Praise
for independent success.
O"I
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Activities

Objectives
43. Will copy a square
and a cross
(continued) .

Materials and Equipment

d. Give student various colored
felt pens. Assist student
to trace square. Encourage
student to trace independently.
Praise for success.
e. Instructor will draw four dots
on the chalkboard in the shape
of a square.
Demonstrate
how to connect the lines to
make a square, saying, "left to
·--·
right, left to
--right, and top to
bottom, top to
bottom."

r--

1--l

f. Draw several dots in the shape
of a square on the chalkboard.
Encourage student to connect
the lines to make a square.
Physically assist if necessary.

Practice sheets.

g. Give the student practice sheets
with dots in the shapes of
squares.
Instruct the student
to coRnect the lines to make
a square.
-...J
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Objectives
43. Will copy a square
and a cross
(continued).

Activities

•

~

.
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.
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.

.

Materials and Equipment

.

(Note: This may be too visually
stimulating to some students,
In which case, present one set
of dots at a time.)
h. Also present student with square
stencil templates. Demonstrate
how to trace the stencil.
Encourage the student to trace th
the square, assist if necessary.
i. Present the student with a pictur
of a square to copy.
Instruct
student to make a square. Praise
for independent success, reinforc
with happy face drawn in the
square.
-...J
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Objectives

Activities

43. Will copy a square
and a cross
(continued) .

Materials and Equipment

j. Follow the same above procedure
for copying a cross.
(Note: Each · activity may be
presented on a different day and
repeated as many times as
necessary.)

44. Will draw a man with
head, eyes, and one
set of extremities,
no trunk.

G\

a. Place student in appropriate
adaptive equipment which will
allow for free arm movement in a
comfortable upright or sitting
position.

--<:~

b. Instructor will draw a man,
missing his head, on the chalk.'o
board. Ask the student what is
,:
missing.
Instruct the
~ - ,.
student to
finish the
man
by
Prerequisite behavior:
drawing a
Mobility of arms.
circle and
Ability to grasp and
a face.
release objects.
r

0

~
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Terminal behavior:
Student will idependently draw a man.

c. When the student can finish the
man with 100% accuracy, draw a
man with one arm missing. Ask
the student what is missing.

'1
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Activities

Objectives
44. Will draw a man with :
head, eyes, and one ·
set of extremities,
no trunk (continued).

Materials and Equipment

©

Instruct the
student to
a;,
finish drawing
/.
~
. !\ ~
the man by
drawing an arm
(a stick arm is
acceptable) .
Continue, alternating left or
right missing arm.
d. When student replaces arms with
100% accuracy, draw a man with
one leg missing.
Ask the student
what is missing.
Instruct the
student to
finish the man·
by drawing a
leg (a stick
leg is acceptable). Continue
alternating left or right
missing leg.

:r

e. Activity may continue with
stomach and hands and feet
following the same procedure.
(Note: This activity is
excellent for creating body
awareness.
Encourage students tc
name each body part . or _identify
their own during this activitx:_.)
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Activities

Objectives
45. Will trace triangle
and diamond.

a. Place student in appropriate
adaptive equipment which will
allow for free arm movement
in
comfortable upright or
Prerequisite behavio~:
sitting position.
Mobility of arms.
Ability to grasp
and release objects.
b. Follow same procedures as
Activity #43, steps b-i.
Terminal behavior:
Student will
independently trace
a triangle and
diamond.

Materials and Equipment
Proneboard, corner
chair, bolster chair.

a

Triangle and dia~ond
forms and formboards,
triangl~ and diamond
chips, stencil
templates in triangle
and diamond shapes,
water color felt pens,
paper, chalk, and
chalkboard.

-...J
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CHAPTER V
SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Summary
The purpose of this study was to design a developmental
curriculum of activities for nonambulatory-multiply
handicapped preschoolers, ages birth to 5 years.

Visual

motor, fine motor, and sensory skills were the areas
specifically designed for the curriculum.
A review of literature was conducted investigating
current information of curriculum for preschool nonambulatorymultiply handicapped children.

Samples of curricula from

a variety of preschool project models were examined.

A

compilation of data resulted in a preschool curriculum
for nonarnbulatory-multiply handicapped children.
Conclusions
These conclusions were

drawn as a result of this

study:
1.

There are limited resources in the areas of

research and curriculum for nonarnbulatory-multiply
handicapped preschoolers.
2.

The limitations of curriculum for nonambulatory

preschool children indicates a need for further research
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and program development in curriculum for this specific
population.
Recommendations
The following recommendations are given:
1.

The Developmental Curriculum for Multiply

Handicapped Preschool Children in the Areas 6f Visual
Motor, Fine Motor, and Sensory Skills be implemented as a
supplement to routine classroom activities.
2.

A study should be conducted with experimental

and control groups to observe whether developmental gains
occur more significantly with the group which receives
the specifically designed curriculum.
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